
KINDERGARTEN NARRATIVE WRITING ANCHOR CHART

Children need good mentors to help them write well. Here are 12 personal narrative mentor texts to help your students
become better writers! There are 3 sets (4.

This is almost like a first grade version of the writing anchor chart I created above to know that we are all
writers! Hopefully they help you develop strong writers in your classroom. Understanding Character Before
you can write about character, you first have to understand it. Keep this chart relevant by updating the
examples with student work throughout the year. This writing anchor chart is simple, yet lists is all! After
digging my heels in with writing for a few years and in different grade levels, it ignited a love for teaching
writing. I would add pictures of students doing those things in action. Writing Realistic Fiction This anchor
chart reminds upper elementary students how to create realistic stories. We searched high and low to find great
anchor charts for all age levels. Check out our other favorite anchor charts to teach writing. The students are
able to look at their writing and compare it to the chart she has provided. Draw the stoplight first and then
invite students to help come up with different words. Write from the Heart Sometimes the hardest part about
writing is coming up with whom and what you should write about. Make this chart applicable to older students
by expanding on each aspect with a specific audience or goal. Encourage students to try other ways to have
their characters respond. Finally, this anchor chart by The Brown Bag Teacher is fabulous! Tactile learners
can write their first drafts on sentence strips and use this format to put the events in order before they
transcribe their work onto writing paper. As students are editing their work, have them read with green,
yellow, and red pencils in hand so they can see how their paragraphs are hooking and engaging readers. This
anchor chart by Kinder Kraziness would be just perfect for my first graders to refer to at the beginning of the
year. I wanted to share with you some of my favorite writing anchor charts that will be WONDERFUL for
your students to refer to throughout their time as the blossom into little authors.


